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S5 ENTREPRENUERSHIP EDUCATION PAPER THREE (3) 

1. General description or background of the business. 

Describe the business or give or present the general description /background of the business should 

give the following: 

(i) Name and address of the business. 

(ii) Business location. 

(iii) Purpose of the business. This may include the in vision, mission, goals objectives and the core 

values. 

(iv) Goods and services. 

(v) Customers of the business or the target market. 

(vi) Nature or ownership of the business like sole proprietorship, partnership, manufacturing 

Business Company, service business and others. 

(vii) Date of establishment. 

(viii) Uniqness of the business. 

(ix) Sources of funds. 

(x) Description of the business. 

(xi) SWOT Analysis of the business. 

2. Vision, mission, goals, objectives and core values. 

Vision, is a statement that highlights what the business is in or plans to start and where it aims to 

reach in the near future. 

It must start with ‘To’ Present continuous tense or action verb. “ To become the leading producer 

of pop corns in Entebbe town. 

Mission, is a brief sentence that gives the overall purpose of the business. Its values and products it 

sells or plans to sell it must specify the product and how it is offered. 

E.g. “To produce high quality popcorns by using modern popcorns machinery, tools and 

equipment” 

Goals, these are long term and short term targets the business wants to achieve within a stated time 

frame. They must be SMART, i.e. specific, measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time bound 

Goals may include the following areas. 

(i) Maximizing or increasing profits. 

(ii) Maximizing or increasing sales. 

(iii) Increasing market share or customer base in terms of numbers. 

(iv) Increasing output or production. 

(v) Producing a variety  of products (goods or services) 

(vi) Developing of entrepreneurial skills/training of members. 

(vii) Minimizing costs or operation costs. 

(viii) Opening up new branches. 

(ix) Utilizing the available resources. 
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Guide No: 1, only use the appropriate goals that apply to your school project, business visited and for 

business attached to: 

Examples of SMART business project Goals include: 

(i) “To increase pop corn’s sales by 5% within 2 years”. 

(ii) “To increase profits from popcorns sales by 10% within 2 years”. 

(iii) “To increase the popcorns market sales in Wakiso by 10% within 2 years”. 

(iv)“To train 100% of the project members in entrepreneurship dealing in pop within 2 years”. 

Objectives: These are specific short term targets that a business strives to achieve within a short time, 

say in one year or less. 

(a) Objectives of the business project: 

Use the same key areas given under goals, but pick only point applicable to your project. 

(b) Objectives of the field trip: Always give the following key objectives. 

(i) “To expose myself/ ourselves to field research” 

(ii) “To see what takes place in the businesses like production, activities, marketing and so on” 

(iii) “To relate theory learnt to practical work in the business.” 

(iv) “To expose myself/ ourselves to the business world” 

(c) Objectives of field attachment : Give the following key/main objectives or  reasons for the field 

attachment: 

(i) “To put to practice or develop and apply the new skills acquired from the classroom in the 

real or actual business setting”. 

(ii) “To acquire and develop my skills for managing and operating or running of a business to be 

set  up later” 

(iii) “To develop interpersonal skills by interacting with people in a business”. 

(iv) To develop and perfect communication skills. 

Core values: These are the most important set of beliefs and principles considered to be desirable by a 

business or group of people. 

Examples of core values of businesses include: 

(i) Quality, providing high quality pop corns that meet customer’ needs. 

(ii) Professionalism, working following acceptable rules of good business practices. 

(iii) Integrity. 

(iv) Responsibility. 

(v) Punctuality and commitment. 

(vi) Creativity. 

(vii) Honesty. 

(viii) Transparency and accountability. 
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Guide No: 2 Mention the core values and explain what it means to the business. 

3. Introduction to entrepreneurship education. 

Self-employment (benefits and costs), entrepreneurial characteristics/traits, skills acquired, lessons 

learnt, social impact, benefits of the members and contributions of the community to the business. 

a) Benefits /advantages of self-employment to the entrepreneur/business visited/attached to: 

(i) Allows the entrepreneur to be independent and his or her own boss. 

(ii) Allows the entrepreneur to develop his or her innovative and creativity skills. 

(iii) Allows the entrepreneur to develop his or her self confidence and self-esteem towards personal 

development. 

(iv) Promotes hard work and commitment of the entrepreneur. 

(v) Provision of assured employment opportunities to the entrepreneur. 

(vi) Enjoyment of unlimited income or earnings. 

(vii) Allows the entrepreneur to entirely control the work situation and does what his or her wants. 

(viii) Allows the entrepreneur to gain social recognition by the community. 

(ix) Provides job satisfaction to the owner(s). 

 

b) Costs or challenges of being an entrepreneur/self-employed: 

(i) Long and irregular hours of work for the owner. 

(ii) Hard and demanding work with less rest and less leisure. 

(iii) Potential loss or resources invested in the business. 

(iv) Owner’s income is unpredictable or not stable. 

(v) Owners usually sacrifice other important aspects of life. 

(vi) Owner does not have enough time with his /her family. 

(vii) Requires owner’s financial investment. 

c) Description of the entrepreneurial characteristics /traits/features of successful entrepreneurs/ 

personal entrepreneurial characteristics or qualities include: 

(i) Hardworking, putting in a lot of energy and working for long hours. 

(ii) Self-confidence, entrepreneurs believe in themselves and in their abilities to achieve set 

goals. 

(iii) Profit oriented, an entrepreneur strives to make acceptable profits from the sale of goods 

and services. 

(iv) Goal oriented, an entrepreneur sets realistic goals and works with determination to achieve 

them. 

(v) Build for the future, a successful entrepreneur works steadily and patiently to grow and 

reach his/her future target or vision. 

(vi) Persistent, a successful entrepreneur has stamina to persist in solving problems until set 

goals are met. 

(vii) Willing to listen, a successful entrepreneur is always willing to listen to expert advice or 

customers’ concerns. 
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(viii) Set own standards, a successful entrepreneur sets targets to be achieved and works hard to 

meet them. 

(ix) Demonstrate initiative, a successful entrepreneur identifies profitable opportunities and acts 

fast to exploit them. 

(x) Build on strengths, a successful entrepreneur bases his/her work on his or her abilities, to 

succeed. 

(xi) Risk taker, a successful entrepreneur has the ability to take measured or calculated risks 

which have high chances of generating profits. 

(xii) Committed, a successful entrepreneur puts to good use time, money and other resources to 

make success in his/her business. 

d) Entrepreneurship skills ( skills gained or obtained) 

 

o Give the entrepreneurial skills that you gained/acquired from the business project. 

o What entrepreneurship skills/skills did you acquire when performing the key duties in the 

business you were attached in? 

Useful guide No: 3: Mention the skills and then give evidence of what you benefited or 

how you benefited from it. 

(i) Production skills or technical skills 

(ii) Marketing skills. 

(iii) Planning skills. 

(iv) Purchasing skills. 

(v) Financial management skills. 

(vi) Communication skills. 

(vii) Negotiation skills or bargaining skills. 

(viii) Time management skills. 

(ix) Leadership skills. 

(x) Creativity skills ( Creativity and  innovation skills) 

(xi) Motivational skills or motivation skills. 

e) Managerial skills acquired from the project. 

These are the same as the entrepreneurial skills above. 

f) Lessons learnt. 

Lessons learnt from the case study are obtained from the case study itself or indirect from your 

own experiences or general knowledge. 

ii) Lessons learnt from the business project. 

o You can use the skills you acquired as your lessons. 

o You can use the characteristics of entrepreneurs that made you successful. 

o You can use other characteristics of other business people like characteristics, innovators, 

social entrepreneurs and others and modify them to lessons learnt. 

o You can also get lessons from risks faced, challenges/ problems and measures that were taken. 

o You can also use general knowledge to get lessons learnt. 
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Examples: The following are the lessons I learnt from the business project: 

o Appropriate production skills, I learnt how to make good quality popcorns, pan cakes by first 

buying quality inputs like popcorn maize, wheat flour, cooking oil and others, mixing them 

correctly, shaping and then baking them. 

o Appropriate purchasing skills, I learnt how to identify good bakery inputs like wheat flour 

when making purchases. 

o Working hard, I learnt to work hard to look for buyers for the pan cakes during break time 

in....................... 

iii) Lessons learnt during the field attachment/field trip. 

o You can give similar points as shown under business projects. 

o Other points can come from the key issues from the various entrepreneurship education topics. 

Some general points on lessons learnt may include: 

o To insure the business against common risks like.......................... 

o To keep proper accounts records. 

o To properly monitor and supervise business activities. 

o To set clear business targets like goals, objectives and others. 

o To motivate workers. 

o To practice good customer care. 

o To always network with successful entrepreneurs. 

g) Social impact ( impact of the business) 

Impact of effects can be positive or negative. 

Positive impact or contributions or benefits/ importance/relevance/significance of the business to 

the community or environment include: 

(i) Provision of goods or services or products. 

(ii) Provision of market for the products of the community. 

(iii) Provision of training. 

(iv) Provision or employment to community members. 

(v) Provision of security 

(vi) Provision of capital in the form of loans in the case of a financial institution. 

(vii) Supporting or sponsoring some community activities like sports, cleaning activities and others. 

(viii) Provision of physical infrastructure like roads, water, electricity and others. 

Note: Use only the appropriate points above relevant to section B or C 

Negative impact or social cost of the business may include; 

(i) Pollution of the air, water, creation of noise and others. 

(ii) Deforestation or cutting down of trees. 

(iii) Depletion or exhaustion of natural resources or over exploitation of natural resources like trees. 

(iv) Land degradation or exhaustion of land, that is, loss of soil fertility. 
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(v) Loss of soil texture or profile. 

(vi) Loss of environmental or natural beauty. 

(vii) Moral decay as members of the community learn bad habits like prostitution, immoral dressing, 

smoking, watching pornography and others. 

(viii) Occurrences of accidents resulting from various business activities like getting burnt by cooking 

oil while baking pan cakes. 

Examine or assess the impact or social impact of your business project or the business you visited 

or were attached to: 

This requires both positive and negative impacts and effects, but always starts with the positive 

impacts. 

h) Measures used to minimize the negative effects of the business on the community or natural 

environment or environment. 

o How did the project try to minimize the negative effects of its various activities on the 

environment? 

o What strategies are used by the business you visited/were attached to reduce or alleviate or 

mitigate the negative /adverse impact of the business activities on the environment? 

(i) Recycling of waste products like dirty water. 

(ii) Using bio-degradable packing materials like paper bags. 

(iii) Purchasing and providing protective equipment like hand gloves to the project members or 

workers. 

(iv) Through proper waste treatment and disposal. 

(v) Through putting appropriate warning signed or labels near harmful or dangerous items or areas 

like hot parts of machines. 

(vi) Using appropriate machines, tools and equipment that are environmentally friendly. 

(vii) Setting up environmental education to the project members or workers.  

(viii) Providing environmental education to the project members or workers. 

(ix) Optimizing the use of energy or using alternative sources of power or energy. 

(x) Supervising of all business operations to ensure that they comply with set environmental 

standards and laws. 

(xi) Planting trees or reforestation or afforestation. 

Note: Select and use only applicable points to your business project/business visited/business you were 

attached to. 

i) Benefits of the business project to the club members. E.g. how did you benefit from the 

business project? 

(i) Acquisition of skills by the project members, we / I acquired the skills of......... 

(ii) Earning of income inform of profits, we shared profits made by the pop corns project where 

each member received on average shs........................................... 

(iii) Many project members/ I developed the interest or urge for self-employment. (Give 

evidence of your planned career in the future). 
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(iv) Gaining of status, project members/ I became well known in the ...............community as 

the...............................of the project. 

(v) Project members/ I received recognition or awards like certificates of merit from the school 

administration. 

 

j) Contributions/importance/ benefits of the community to the business  you were  

Attached to: 

(i) Provision of market. 

(ii) Provision of inputs. 

(iii) Provision of goods/ products. 

(iv) Provision of labour to the business. 

(v) Provision of security. 

(vi) Provision of land or space for business operations. 

(vii) Provision of funds or capital in form of loans. 

(viii) Provision of information of training. 

(ix) Provision of infrastructure like roads, water, power and others. 

 

4. Daily routine activities/operational activities. 

These are activities or regular tasks regularly performed like daily. 

There are two types of routine activities that may be asked, namely 

 General routine activities. 

 Specific routine activities like production activities, marketing and others. 

 

a. Description of the daily routine or operational activities performed or carried out in any 

business ( section B and Section C) should include: 

(i) Purchasing of inputs or purchasing activities. 

(ii) Installation of machinery and equipment. 

(iii) Carrying out actual production of the products. 

(iv) Packaging of the products. 

(v) Branding of the products. 

(vi) Storing of the stock or inventories. 

(vii) Advertising and carrying out sales promotion. 

(viii) Selling and distribution of the products. 

(ix) Carrying out financial management activities. 

(x) Carrying out communications activities like organizing of meetings, workshops seminars and 

others. 

b. Production activities or production process of the business: 

(i) Carrying out or conducting market research. 

(ii) Developing a product. 

(iii) Translating a product into a product design. 
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(iv) Sourcing or acquiring the required production inputs like machinery, tools and equipment, raw 

materials and others. 

(v) Carrying out actual production while observing quality standards. 

(vi) Packaging of the products. 

(vii) Branding of the products. 

(viii) Storing of the products or displaying them. 

(ix) Distributing the products. 

(x) Making a follow up with the customers to find out how the products are performing in the 

market. 

(xi) Making any improvements required on the product. 

Note: The above production process or steps must be in chronological order as above. 

For challenges faced when performing the production activities or during the production process, refer 

to points given under the sub section on challenges. 

c. Purchasing activities or the steps / procedures followed in purchasing plan of the business.  

The procedure followed when purchasing required supplies or materials the purchasing or 

procurement process or cycle: 

(i) Determining the needs of the business. 

(ii) Identifying of potential suppliers. 

(iii) Contacting of the suppliers. 

(iv) Selecting the best suppliers. 

(v) Ordering for the supplies or goods. 

(vi) Receiving and checking the goods or supplies as soon as they are received. 

(vii) Receiving the invoice and checking its correctness. 

(viii) Making payments for the goods or materials received by cash or cheque or bank draft. 

d. Financial management activities conducted in the business: 

(i) Supervising and monitoring daily cash receipts and cash payments. 

(ii) Banking periodically (specify the period) of surplus cash balances. 

(iii) Ensuring proper record keeping of all financial transactions that take place in the business. 

(iv) Conducting proper financial planning to ensure that there is enough funding or funds 

available in the business. 

(v) Involving on financial decision making relating to investment decisions, financing and 

dividends or profit management among others. 

(vi) Carrying out regular auditing of the accounts records. 

e. Marketing activities carried out in the business. 

(i) Carrying out market research. 

(ii) Developing or producing or providing the products that satisfy the customers’ needs. 

(iii) Storing of the products produced or purchased safely until they are demanded. 

(iv) Pricing of the products. 

(v) Promoting or promotion of the products. 
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(vi) Distributing or distribution of the products to the target customers. 

(vii) Providing appropriate customer care. 

(viii) Maintaining the brand image of the products or maintaining public relations. 

 

 

SECTION A: CASE STUDY 

- Business ethics 

- Routine activities 

- Financial management 

- Human Resource Management 

- Risks, problems and challenges 

- Marketing and sales promotion 

- Production management 

- Areas with characteristics e.g. entrepreneurial characteristics, characteristics of innovations 

characteristics of social entrepreneurs 

SECTION B PAPER THREE 

1. Most questions in section B are set in past tense 

- So the answers should also be in past tense. 

COMMON AREAS IN SECTION B 

1. General description of the business 

2. Vision, mission, goals, objectives and core values. 

3. Routine/daily routine/operation activities or roles performed  

4. Risks, problems and challenges 

5. Business ideas and business opportunities (key topics) 

6. Business plan: executive summary, production plan, marketing plan, action plan, financial 

plan 

7. SWOT analysis and how weaknesses and threats were overcomed 

8. Entrepreneurial skills acquired  

9. Benefits/ contribution 

10. Production management (key topics) 

11. Marketing management and sales promotion 

12. Financial management 

13. Business competition 

14. Gender participation 

15. Change , creativity and innovations and negotiations 
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 Marketing activities 

 

i. Selling the products to the customers 

ii. Performing appropriate after sales services to the customers 

iii. Bearing all the risks relating to marketing 

iv. Documenting of information relating to marketing including signing of related document. 

(f) Administration activities performed in any business include; 

i. planning the various activities of the business like setting goals and objectives 

ii. Organizing, that is, identifying the various activities to be done in the business. 

iii. Leading that is motivating and guiding the workers. 

iv. Controlling, that is, setting of standards of performance 

v. Staffing, that is, obtaining workers, training them, promoting and retiring them. 

vi. Delegating of work. 

Useful guide no.4 

  When asked for daily routine activities give general routine activities. 

 When asked for routine activities or duties that you performed while on field trip, give the 

specific activities you did like marketing activities. Then outline all the actual marketing 

activities that you participated in. 

 When asked for duties that you did while in the project, give the specific activities you did 

 Challenges faced when performing the routine activities, refer to the section on challenges risks 

and problems in the handout. 

5. Risks, challenges and problems in business 

a) Risks faced by business include; 

 Theft and burglary of business properties 

 Unfavourable changes in demand or unexpected competition/fall in the market share 

 Accidents got while at work 

 Machinery breakdown. 

 Bad debts caused by customers who are not credit worthy 

 Fire out breaks in the business. 

 Unfavourable or bad weather like drought, too much rain and other. 

 Embezzlement of the funds by the business workers. 

 Loss of cash in transit to or out of the business 
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b) measures/strategies/ways/techniques used by business to overcome or alleviate or mitigate 

or management the business risks/advise to the business owners on measures to take to 

minimize the above business/risks management precautions. 

 Ensuring tight security 

 Carrying out intensive advertising so as to overcome unexpected completion 

 Training workers or members on proper handling of machinery, tools and equipment 

 Using work protective equipment gears. 

 Giving credit to only credit worthy customers or selling products only on cash basis. 

 Acquiring and putting in place fire extinguishers and training workers (people or members) on 

how to use them. 

 Ensuring proper record keeping and conduction=ng regular auditing of the books of accounts 

or financial records or the business 

 Providing a variety of products for sale. 

c) Challenges facing or faced by business may include; 

i. Limited market for the products due to completion or infavourable changes in customers’ 

tastes and preferences or low incomes or duplication of products 

ii. Limited inadequate capital for business expansion 

iii. Challenge of bad debts caused by uncredit worthy customers. 

iv. Underdeveloped or breakdown in infrastructure like roads. 

v. Limited or inadequate skills for business activities. 

vi. Challenge of insecurity around the business or in the market area. 

vii. Challenge of natural hazards like floods, drought, storms and others/ unfavourable or bad 

weather. 

viii. Unfavourable government policies towards businesses like high taxes ban on use of certain 

packaging materials. 

ix. Limited supply of inputs or raw materials or challenge of poor quality inputs in the markets. 

x. Unfavourable school administration policies or interference from the school administrators. 

d) measures/strategies/ways/used by the business to overcome or manage the challenges 

faced/advise or suggestions or recommendations to the business owners on how to overcome or 

deal with the challenges faced. 

 Expanding or increasing market share by providing a variety of products/having intensive 

advertising /practicing good customer care practices among others. 

 Getting soft loans or loans with favourable terms to expand the capital base of the business. 

 Providing credit only to credit to credit worthy customers or reducing credit facilities. 

 Training workers or motivating of workers 

 Negotiating for investment incentive form the government likes improved road network, tax 

exemptions or holidays or lower taxes and so on. 
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 Ensuring tight security improving on security by hiring workers and fixing in place security 

cameras, wall fence and other. 

 Managing negative effects of natural hazards or bad weather like using irrigations 

 Obtaining supplies from nearby reliable suppliers or sources or looking for cheaper inputs or 

raw materials. 

 Negotiating with the school administration for favourable policies towards the business club. 

e) Problems facing or faced by business 

o These are actually risks and challenges faced by the business 

o So use the same points on risks and challenges when asked questions on problems. 

f) Challenges candidates faced during field attachment may include the following; 

 The challenge of learning how to use the machinery tools and equipments/challenges of 

translating theory to practical work. 

 The challenge of meeting work targets or deadlines or coping with work pressures 

 Language barriers 

 Challenge of following work rules and regulations 

 The challenge of coping or dealing with love related advances from workers, business owner 

and business management/challenge of handling sugar mummies and daddies. 

 Handling of various customers like difficult customers. 

 Challenge of working with inappropriate or old machinery, tools and equipment. 

g) Measures I adopted to overcome or tried to overcome the challenges faced; 

 Asked for guidance or training from the senior workers on how to use specific machinery, tools 

and equipments. 

 Worked extra hard and with commitment to finish assigned work in time. 

 Rejected love advances/reported workers who persisted on making love advances to higher 

business authorities or supervisors. 

 Worked hard to learn required work language or terms or communication skills. 

 Read and mastered the work rules and regulations. 

 Purchased and used facilities that helped to mange some of the unfavourable weather 

challenges liked used umbrella during rainy days and hot days on warm clothes and son. 

 Learnt and practiced good customers care/learnt and showed business ethics towards the 

customers. 

6. Business ethics 

a) Business ethics or ethical behaviors extended by the business towards the 

customers/clients/clientele (how to ensure customer satisfaction 

i. Offering  to the customers good quality goods and services 
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ii. Showing fairness when dealing with all the customer / being honest or fair or transparent to 

the customers. 

iii. Being polite patient and sincere with all the customers 

iv. Being kind cheerful and able to control one’s tempers when dealing with the customers. 

v. Offering appropriate after sales services to the customers. 

vi. Proving appropriate information to the customers about products available or how to use them. 

vii. Ensuring a constant supply of the products. 

b) Good business ethics (ethical behaviors) the business extended/extends towards the employees. 

   (i)  Giving fair or attractive pay to all the workers. 

   (ii) Offering workers cleat and fair terms of employment 

   (iii) Involving the workers or their representatives in decision making 

    (iv) Specifying the duties and responsibilities of all the workers 

    (v) Providing conducive working environment or conditions to all the workers 

   (vi) Ensuring job security to all workers. 

  (vii) Respecting all the workers 

c) Good business ethics extended towards the community/society (social responsibility of the 

business) 

 Providing good quality goods and services. 

 Providing employment opportunities to members of the community 

 Providing market for the products of the community. 

 Providing information or training for members of the community. 

 Contributing to community needs like medical care, housing, water recreation or entertainment 

and others/sponsoring community activities 

 Striving to conserve the environment in which the community lives in. 

d) Business ethics extended towards the government or responsibilities of the business towards 

the government (applicable only to C and A) 

 Observing and paying the required government taxes 

 Meeting production and quality standards set by the government or government bodies like 

Uganda national Bureau (UNBS) 

 Complying with the environmental laws like by treating wastes 

 Keeping promises or contractual obligations made with the government like providing of 

continuous supply of argued goods or services to the government 
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e) SWOT ANALYSIS of the business (for all A,B, and C) 

Useful Guide No. 

i. Strengths of a business refer to favourable factors within the business that makes it perform 

better than others or perform well. 

ii. Weaknesses of the business refer to factors inside the business that hinder good performance 

iii. Opportunities of the business refer to favouable external factors (factors outside the business) 

that it can use or exploit to improve its performance. 

iv. Threats of a business refer to external factors or factors outside the business that hinder good 

performance. 

v. Use only the relevant points below when answering sections  and  

vi. Risks, challenges of a business can be selected from the weaknesses and threats below; 

 

Question: perform a SWOT ANAYSIS of the business 

a) Main STRENGTHS of the business 

i. produce high quality products or goods and services 

ii. Good location of the business 

iii. Using good quality packaging materials 

vi. Having high skilled and committed labour force or project members 

v. Using advance or modern technology 

vi. Having large capital base or having the required capital. 

vii. Possession of large land or space for business operations. 

viii. Good reputation or image of the business 

ix. Using good quality packaging materials. 

x. Proving a variety of products 

xi. Having hard working, experienced and committed business management team. 

b)  Main WEAKNESSES of the business 

i. Having small production capacity 

ii. Having few workers. 

iii. Having small business space or premises 

iv. Offering few product varieties. 

v. Theft and embezzlement of funds by some workers or project members 

vi. Inadequate or poor storage facilities 

vii. Having old machinery, tools and equipment or low  or inappropriate technology 

viii. Having few skilled manpower or inadequate skills 
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ix. Inadequate supervision of some. 

x. Limited capital for business operations. 

c) Main OPPORTUNITIES available to the business 

i. Large market size on increasing demand or high demand for the business products. 

ii. Readily available cheap labour like from the community or project members. 

iii. Discovery of new sources of business inputs like raw materials 

iv. Availability of loan facilities in the community like from banks, the school administration, teachers 

and others. 

v. Introduction of better quality technology (machinery, tools and equipment on the market. 

vi. Improvement in the physical infrastructure like roads in business area. 

vii. Existence of peace and security in the business area. 

viii. Availability of required utilities like power, water and others. 

ix. Withdrawal or closure of some rival businesses. 

x. Availability of other support services like transport, insurance, warehousing and other. 

d) Main THREATS facing or faced by the business 

i. Unstable supply of utilities like power or load shedding. 

ii. Theft and burglary by members of the community. 

iii. Unfavourable weather 

iv. Raising costs of inputs/ raising operational costs like high taxes, high electricity costs, high rent, 

high water costs and others. 

v. Unfavourable changes in demand or unexpected competition. 

vi. Bad debts caused by uncredit worthy customers. 

vii. Limited supply of inputs like raw materials 

viii. Underdeveloped or breakdown in infrastructure like the roads. 

ix. Insecurity in the business area or market area. 

x. Fire outbreaks caused by external factors like bad people. 

xi. High labour turnover. 

xii. Interference by the school administration or unfavourable school administration policies towards 

the business project. 

e) measures/strategies/ways/how the business overcomes/overcame or manages the weaknesses 

experienced or advice to the business on mitigation/ remedy measures to adopt to overcome the 

business weaknesses. 

i. Expanding production capacity or purchasing bigger or more powerful production machinery 

tools, and equipment. 

ii. Employing more workers with the required skills. 

iii. Expanding business premises or space or purchasing more land and constructing bigger 

premises. 
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iv. Employing more workers with the required skills. 

v. Diversifying product varieties/providing variety of products. 

vi. Expanding storage facilities or purchasing bigger modern storage facilities 

vii. Improving security by hiring personal and putting in place security facilities like security 

cameras. 

f) Measures/ strategies/ ways used by the business to overcome the threats or advice the business 

owner(s) on how to overcome the common threats faced. 

i. Using alternative source of utilities like for power and water 

ii. Improving security by hiring security personal and putting in place security facilities 

iii. Obtaining supplies from nearby cheaper reliable suppliers or sources 

iv. Carrying out intensive advertising/expanding market like by proving a variety of products, 

improving customer care and so on. 

v. Giving credit to only credit worthy customers or selling product on cash basis 

vi. Acquiring and putting in place fire extinguishers and training people or members on how to use 

them. 

vii. Training workers or members or motivating them. 

viii. Negotiating with the government or local government to improve on infrastructure like the 

roads, power supply and so on. 

ix. Negotiating school with the school administration for favourable policies towards the club 

project. 

8) Change, creativity, innovations and negotiations 

a) creative ways /techniques/strategies/procedures used by the business or project for coping with 

change how the project or business coped with change/how the project or business utilized or adopted 

or implemented the theory of change/procedures followed when making decisions in business: All the 

above need the following points 

 

i. Understanding the problems causing the changes that may affect the business/project 

ii. Defining the problem affecting the business. 

iii. Analyzing the cause of the problem or carrying out research. 

iv. Finding out alternative or possible solutions and listing them down. 

v. Evaluating and selecting the best solution from the list of the list of the alternatives. 

vi. Drawing an action plan and implementing it to bring about the required changes in the 

business. 

b) Impact /effects/implications of change in business.  

Positive impact or importance of change in the business includes the following; 
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i. It allows the business to adopt new technology. 

ii. It enables the business to respond appropriately to customers’ need at any given time. 

iii. It brings about a variety of growth opportunities for the business. 

iv. It helps the business to come up with new ideas by challenging the usual way of doing things. 

v. It helps to determine the direction of the economy which in turn influences the business. 

Negative impact/effects/implications of change in business include the following; 

i. It results to unemployment 

ii. It brings about over reliance on computers or information technology. 

iii. It causes inconveniences to both workers and the business due to relocation. 

iv. It sometimes reduces the market share of the business due to unexpected competition. 

v. It increases the complexity of the production methods due to the changes towards advanced 

technology. 

vi. It results in wastages of resources sometimes. 

vii. It results in environmental pollution brought about due to industrialization. 

c) Reasons why the project or the business should cope or coped with change/the 

objectives/purposes/ rationale for bringing changes in the business. 

i. To adopt and use new technology 

ii. To respond appropriately to customers’ needs 

iii. To promote various growth opportunities 

iv. To promote new ideas and innovations. 

v. To determine direction of the economy as wee as that of the business. 

Revision questions 

With reference to a business project owned by your school business club 

- How did the project cope with change to overcome business failure? 

- Examine the impact of change brought by the setting up of your school project? 

- How innovative were you in the project. 

d) Types of innovations used/plied by the business or project/how innovative were you I the 

project/how innovative is the business you visited or you were attached to? 

i. The business model innovations, involves changing the way business is done in terms of 

capturing value. 

ii. Marketing innovations, involves changing and developing marketing methods with 

improvements in product design or packaging, product promotion and pricing. 

iii. Product innovation, involves introduction of a good service that is new and remarkably 

improved 
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iv. Organizational innovation involves creation or alternation of business structures, pictures and 

models. 

v. Process innovation, involves the implementation of a new or significantly improved production 

or delivery method for the business products. 

Note: use only the appropriate evidence to explain the above innovations to answer questions asked. 

Sample question and answer: how innovative were you / the project members? Possible point appears 

as below. 

Carrying out business model innovation, the pop corns project members improved on the quality of the 

pop corns by adding ginger or red pepper and selling at a higher price. 

e) Creative ways/ techniques used to promote or encourage/faster/boost innovation in the project 

or business. 

i. Expecting change affecting the business 

ii. Implementing new rules by going beyond the existing factors influencing completion 

iii. Developing innovation strategies to transform resources. 

iv. Avoiding barriers that hinder innovations. 

v. Being always a learner and learning faster and better than the competitions. 

vi. Being fast in implementing new ideas. 

vii. Doing well for others like for customers. 

viii. Measuring performance indicators by concentrating on the key strategic and profitability 

factors or drivers. 

f) characteristics/traits/attributes/features that made the members successful innovators that 

make the business owners successful innovators. 

i. Compelling vision 

ii. Opportunity oriented 

iii. Self disciplined 

iv. Passionate about what he or she believes 

v. Inner directed 

vi. Extraordinarily persistent 

vii. Trend spotter, ability to identify something new and its social responsibility 

viii. Surrounds himself or herself with positive people with positive attitudes towards creating 

something new. 

g) Creative measures/ways used by the project or business to develop or improve creative ability 

of the members or workers. 

i. Thinking beyond the invisible frame work or that surrounds the problem or situation. 

ii. Transferring technology from one field to another to solve a problem or situation 
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iii. Developing or adopting ideas from more than one source and then selecting the best idea to 

use. 

iv. Noting or writing down useful ideas that apparently come into one’s mind so that they are not 

lost. 

v. Being prepared to use unpredictable events to one’s advantage by coming up with achievable 

solutions. 

vi. Suspending or avoiding negative judgments against ideas so as to encourage creative thinking. 

vii. Tolerating ambiguity and learning to live with doubt and uncertainty so as to come up with 

solutions to problems. 

viii. Stimulating one’s curiosity in everything and developing skills of observation, listening, 

reading and recording. 

h) obstacles/barriers/hindrances to creativity in business or project 

i. Negativity or negative thinking by a member or worker. 

ii. Limited or lack of quality thinking time makes it hard for a person to develop creative 

thinking. 

iii. Fear or failure by a member or worker hinders creativity. 

iv. Applying too much logic to a problem or situation slows down creativity. 

v. Thinking that one or you are not creative. 

vi. Over conformances with rules and regulations sometimes make a person not to think 

beyond the problem at hand. 

vii. Making assumptions that hinder creativity like assuming that failures of the business are 

due to witchcraft. 

viii. Limited funds for financing activities that improve creativity like for carrying out research. 

i) Description of the creative process or stages of the creative process/description of the 

steps followed to improve creativity in the business. 

 

i. Preparation to get a solution by gathering information, analyzing it and exploring possible 

solutions to the problem at hand. 

ii. Incubation or allowing the mind to continue thinking over the problem and possible 

solutions. 

iii. Illumination or building inspiration for taking action by having some rexation off the task 

being held. 

iv. Verification of the ideas, alternatives, solutions possibility for their applicability before 

picking the most suitable solution. 

j) Principles of negotiation used by the project 

i. You donot have to be right to settle 

ii. Look to the future 

iii. Focus on the goals to be achieved by the negotiation 
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iv. Set the tone and look the part 

v. Be prepared and do your research like about the other party to the negotiation 

vi. Know what you want and what the other side wants 

vii. Always have a plan B 

k)  The keys to successful negotiation/the creative or skillful strategies/methods you used to 

ensure successful negotiation in the project. 

i. Negotiating outcomes were or be win-win for both parties. 

ii. Both parties were or should feel satisfied with the negotiation results. 

iii. Focusing on solving problems 

iv. Using the negotiation style of the other party to achieve positive results/outcomes 

v. Being flexible in your or our demand 

vi. Being prepared to compromise 

vii. Avoiding becoming emotional 

viii. Asking relevant questions and being a good listener 

l) The challenges faced during negotiation 

i. Time pressure 

ii. Having another decision maker other than the one doing the negotiation 

iii. Delay tactics by other party 

iv. Last minute wavering 

v. Aggressive behavior by the other party to the negotiation 

vi. An early concession 

vii. Letting positions over ride interests 

viii. Neglecting the other side’s/party’s problems 

ix. Price-only negotiation 

x. Linking logic without getting to other party’s point during the negotiations 

m) Negotiation tactics with the customers or used to attract the customers 

i. Communicating frequently with the customers 

ii. Offering customer rewards 

iii. Holding special event that involve the customers 

iv. Ensuring that the negotiation is a two way communication 

v. Enhancing or improving customer service or care 

vi. Visiting the customers at their premises or work place 

vii. Launching multicultural marketing programmes. 

9) Business ideas and business opportunities 

a) Importance /advantages/benefits of generating business ideas 
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i. It leads to the success of the business 

ii. It helps the business to respond to natural threats and scarcities 

iii. It helps the business with coping with changing fashions and requirements/it hels the 

entrepreneur to respond to demand 

iv. It helps the entrepreneur to respond to market needs 

v. It helps the business to stay ahead of the current completion 

vi. It allows the entrepreneur to exploit or adopt appropriate technology to do things better 

Revision questions 

a) How did the project benefit from the generation of business ideas? 

b) Why did the project members generate business ideas? 

c) Of what importance was generation of business ideas to the project? 

b) Sources of business ideas 

i. The newspapers like the New vision, Pakasa and harvest money sections 

ii. The magazines 

iii. Hobbies or personal interest 

iv. Trade shows or fairs and exhibitions like UMA Lugogo trade show 

v. Survey, that involves researching on customers and their needs 

vi. Business and vocational training or acquired skills and experiences 

vii. Brain storming, that is , generating business ideas as a group or individually by thinking and 

listing down the possible business ideas. 

viii. television 

c) The several rules that the club or project members followed or observed during group 

brainstorming when generating business ideas. 

i. The club members began by electing a leader to take control of the brainstorming exercise. 

ii. The club members did not criticise the business ideas suggested by any member 

iii. Each business idea presented by the member was properly recorded down by the selected 

secretary or recorder. 

iv. The club members were encouraged to come up with a wide range of business ideas. 

v. The club members tried to go for quality by generating as many business ideas as possible. 

vi. The club members worked basing on combine and improve rule, where all members combined 

to improve on a business idea presented by a member. 

vii. The business ideas recorded down were carefully studied, evaluated and even modified where 

necessary at a later date (specify the date) after recording. 

viii. The club members identified and selected (specify the number) business ideas that, were 

considered profitable and could easily be turned into business project. 

d) How to research on a business idea/the steps or procedures followed to research on a business 

idea. 
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i. By starting from the idea stage, through identifying a business from one or more listed ones, and 

getting more information on the business ideas. 

ii. Analyzing, the business idea by looking at it from four perspectives namely: business or 

company for product, potential and benefits, customers to sell to, competitors (SWOT Analysis) 

and collaborators (those who want the business idea to succeed). 

iii. Checking out the competition by identifying the key rivals and their SWAOT Analysis. 

iv. By fine turning or retooling or reorganizing a business idea that seems a flop  by doing more 

research on it 

v. Going ahead with the idea that has/ bad high chances of succeeding by preparing a budget for its 

implementation. 

e) How the business idea was developed or generated/how did you develop the business 

idea?/The procedures the members followed to develop the business idea 

i. Selecting sources of the business ideas, club members decided to use brainstorming. 

ii. By members and entrepreneurship education subject teachers holding a meeting and the idea of 

starting a business was raised. 

iii. Giving or generating of business ideas, members brainstormed and suggested various business 

ideas like making of pop corns, making of fruit juice, and making of paper products. 

iv. Establishing the business requirements for each business idea and costing them. 

v. Establishing the profitability and ease of setting each type of business idea. 

vi. Selecting the business idea, the club members through voting decide to set up a op corns 

project, bakery project. 

vii. Selecting of the business executives of officials, the General Manager, assistant General 

Manager and other heads of departments were selected. 

viii. Informing of the school administration about the project, the entrepreneurship education 

subject teacher then informed the head teacher of the planned pop corns project. 

f) Procedures/steps followed by the members to turn the business idea into a business 

opportunity or into a product or a materialize the business idea 

i. Documenting the business idea for example making pop corns by writing down all the 

requirements for starting the business. 

ii. Researching on the business ideas for example making pop corns from a legal and business stand 

point. 

iii. Making prototype or model of the business idea of making the pop corns, like by showing the 

production process. 

iv. Asking for permission from the school administration to establish the pop corns project. 

v. Marketing the business by writing the business plan for starting the pop corns project. 

Revision questions 

Present the steps/ procedures the project members followed to turn the business ideas into 

business opportunity or product. 
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g) Description of the producers/steps that the members followed when establishing the business 

project 

- This requires general knowledge giving all the activities performed starting from idea 

development up to launching of the business project. 

i. Getting sensitization from the subject teacher, the entrepreneurship education teacher informed 

the members of the need to form the business /entrepreneurship club and project. 

ii. Selling the idea of a business club and project to the school administration and getting 

permission. 

iii. Electing the club and project executive member. 

iv. Generating of business ideas by the members through brainstorming before picking on business 

opportunities, pop corn making was selected as the best. 

v. Writing down all the business requirements for starting the pop corns project and costing them. 

vi. Preparing the business plan for the pop corns project and preparing the club constitution 

vii. Mobilizing of all the resources for starting the pop corns project like funds of shs 100,000 was 

raised. 

viii. Identifying the required location and site and preparing the work area/hiring it. 

ix. Purchasing of the required machines, tools and equipment and inputs. The pop corns machines 

was bought and installed near the school canteen. Also maize grains, cooking oil and other 

inputs were bought. 

x. Carrying out pretest production of the pop corns. 

xi. Publicizing of the pop corns in the school in……………… and the nearby community. 

xii. Launching of the pop corns project, the head teacher officially opened the project on the 

………………..by switching on the pop corn making machine. 

xiii. Commencing commercial production of the pop corns and managing the project. This started 

on the ……………… 

h) Factors that favoured the establishment of the project in the school. 

i. Ready market, the school staff members and the student at…………….and the community around 

provide market for the ……………………… 

ii. Support acceptance of the school administration and management, (specify the type of support 

like gave free room for the project, funds of shs…………) 

iii. Availability of required labour/ability to manage the business for example all the project members 

were willing to work in the………………..project 

iv. Availability of space(specify like room, space outside the………. Land for farming and others) 

v. Availability of inputs (specify the raw materials, machines tools and other) 

vi. Presence of security (specify like provided by the school watchman protected the pop corns 

assets). 

vii. Availability of required utilities like water and power (specify what they were used for ) 

viii. Support from the parents/availability of funds (specify amount of startup capital). 

i) Characteristics of a good business opportunity/viable business/indicators of a viable business. 

i. Existence of real demand or existence of unsatisfied demand or sizeable market gap. 
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ii. Attractive or acceptable return on investment or good income potential/profitability or viability of 

the business. (you can specify projected profit) 

iii. Availability of required resources and skills/related to ones skills and experiences. 

iv. Good growth potential 

v. Meet objectives of the owner(s) 

vi. Low startup capital 

vii. Competitive/competitiveness 

viii. Properly timed 

Guide NO.6 use the above characteristics to answer all of the following questions 

1. Explain the factors that influenced the members to set up the project you operated 

2. Give the reasons for the choice of the business project you operated 

3. Present the factors that led to the business owner to establish the business you visited or was 

attached to or business in the case study. 

4. Justify why the  business is a good business opportunity/ viable business 

j) How the  startup capital of the business project was raised  

Guide NO.7 

- mention the sources of capital you utilized 

- give the steps you followed to select the sources of capital 

- Give the amount of money raised from each source 

- End by giving the grand total of the capital or funds that was raised 

i. Funding or capital was raised through the following two methods: membership fees and 

guarding contributions. 

ii. Meeting was called by the project/club officials to discuss how to raise the funds. 

iii. Suggesting sources of capital or funds, members suggested various sources of funding like 

membership fee, subscription fee, parent/guardians contributions and fundraising. 

iv. Estimating the amount of capital to use members agreed to raise shs……………as startup 

capital 

v. Determining the sources of capital to use. Members resolved to use parents/guardians 

contribution and get shs……………and membership fee amounting to 

shs……………………….. 

vi. Determining the grand total, the project members raised a grand total to 

shs………………………….. 

k) The various sources of finance/funds for school business project. 

i. Membership fee 

ii. Subscription fee 

iii. Parents or guardian contributions 

iv. Share of share of the project 

v. Fundraising and outside the school 
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vi. Suppliers credit or trade credit, obtaining of products from reliable suppliers on credit and 

paying for them later after selling and making profits 

vii. Fines and penalties imposed on members who disobey project rules and regulations. 

viii. Acquiring loans from the school administration, teachers, friends and others 

ix. School financial contributions 

x. Sale of business assets like equipment. 

i) The steps or procedures that were or are followed to determine the profitability of the 

business project/ business. 

i. Deciding on the type of business to set up, members agreed to set up a manufacturing business 

dealing in pop corns production. 

ii. Choosing the appropriate location for the business, members choose to locate the pop corns 

project near the school canteen. 

iii. Forecasting the expected annual sales of the pop corns project, the annual pop corns sales were 

estimated to be shs……………………… 

iv. Estimating the total cost for operating the pope corns project. This was estimated to be 

shs……………per year. 

v. Estimating the estimated profits from the sale of…………..this was estimated to be 

shs…………………… 

m) Measures that were adopted to maximize or increase the profits of the project/business. 

i. Charging high prices for the business 

ii. Buying raw materials/stock /inputs from cheaper sources or buying required inputs in large 

quantities. 

iii. Increasing sales through motivating sales members or workers, reducing prices, improving 

quality advertising and other. 

iv. Using cheaper packaging materials 

v. Reducing advertising costs by promoting the goods/pop corns or services through making 

promotion announcements during school assemblies. 

vi. Proving a variety of the products or diversifying production by introducing more products. 

vii. Doing project work ourselves instead of employing paid workers 

viii. Being creative and innovative so as sell more pop corns at high prices like during school 

sports days. 

ix. Using free school facilities like premises, security, school vehicle, power, water and other. 

n) Creative measures that were taken to maximize or increase sales of the project or business. 

i. Reducing price of the products(pop corns) to attract customers 

ii. Improving quality of the products 

iii. Advertising intensively 

iv. Motivating sales members 

v. Selling some products on credit to credit worthy customers 
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vi. Giving free samples of products for customers to taste or test 

vii. Participating in trade fairs and exhibitions 

viii. Using attractive window displays/using attractive packaging materials 

ix. Being polite or friendly to customers 

x. Offering appropriate after sales service 

xi. Proving a variety of products. 

o) Creative measures/strategies/techniques/tools adopted or used to ensure sustainability of your 

business project or business.(how sustainability is/was ensured or maintained) 

i. Selling pop corns at an average prices of ….per kilogram 

ii. Selling all the pop corns on cash basis only 

iii. Reinvesting of all the profits earned monthly from the sale of the pop corns 

iv. Training of members or workers on how to procure good quality pop corns 

v. Minimizing the pop corns production costs like by buying inputs like maize grains from cheap 

suppliers. 

vi. Ensuring proper budget control by planning how to properly spend incomes from the pop corns 

sales 

vii. Maintaining and expanding market for the pop corns through conducting weekly sales 

promotions. 

viii. Avoiding spending cash of the business……… project on personal use by the members. 

Note: Some point above may not apply to your project, but apply in section C 

Guide NO: 8 

- Sustainability is the ability of something to renew its own resources or maintain its impact 

p) Tools used by the project/business visited or I was attached to for monitoring the performance 

of the business (monitoring tools). 

i. Sales targets, e.g. the weekly planned sales of …………were shs………..all the actual weekly 

sales exceeded the planned sales 

ii. Production targets e.g. the planned to produce…………… units (kgs) of…. 

iii. Stock records, the project or business used the cash receipts and payments, issued and the 

remaining balances of stock like maize grains, cooking oil and so other inputs 

iv. Books of accounts, the business used the cash book to cash receipts and payments; sales book 

to record credit sales of…. Purchase book to record credit purchases of…….among other 

accounts books. 

v. Departmental reports, e.g. the project had 5 departments like production, prepared weekly 

reports on production of…sales department prepared weekly report on sales of………..and 

other. 
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vi. Financial statement, the income statement was prepared at the end of the year to determine the 

net profit/loss made by……..Project. The balance sheet was also prepared to show the financial 

position of the project. 

vii. Work schedules, this was/is used by……………………. To allocate duties to all the members 

and also ensure proper management of time. 

viii. Budgets like operational budget. 

q) Common causes of business failures 

i. Poor customer care 

ii. Offering poor quality product 

iii. Giving out uncontrolled credit or bad debts 

iv. Poor record keeping 

v. Death of the business owner/owners 

vi. Poor management of the business 

vii. Theft of business fund 

viii. Unfavourable changes in the customer’s tastes 

ix. Choosing a business that is not very profitable 

x. Interference from family members in the running of the business. 

r) Creative measures/strategies/techniques/tools adopted by the business/the business can adopt 

to avoid the common causes of business failures. 

i. Ensuring good customer care like being polite to all the ……….customers 

ii. Offering good quality products (specify) 

iii. Conducting regular market research like on the needs of the…..customers 

iv. Selling the products (………..) on cash basis to avoid bad debts/offering product on credit to 

only credit worthy customers. 

v. Keeping proper and up to date accounting records. 

vi. Ensuring tight security 

vii. Ensuring effective or proper planning of all the business activities like………….. 

viii. Ensuring proper pricing of the product (…………………) 

ix. Being committed to the business. 

s) Measures used by the members or business to evaluate or measure the success of the 

project/business. 

i. Increase in the sales, the sales revenue from the…..sales increased by …..% monthly 

ii. Increase in the market share, the market share for…………….increased from 

…………customers to…………customers by end of term 3 in the first year. 

iii. Increase in the volume of stock, the stock of…….increased from…………… to……….in one 

year.  

iv. Decrease in the operational or production cost 
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v. Increase in the level of recognition/reputation of the business by the 

community,……………………..project became well known by the……………..community, 

covering approximately……….sq kilometers. 

vi. Increase in the assets of the business like………………increased 

from…………..to……………..in one year. 

t) Factors considered or used to evaluate the different business ideas generate: 

i. Present market, that is , size of the current market 

ii. Market growth i.e. projected speed of growth of the market 

iii. Costs i.e. the various costs of production 

iv. Business risks i.e. in terms of market stability, size, and strength of the competitors and other. 

u) Factors considered when evaluating business ideas basing on the present market: 

i. Market size. 

ii. Products needed to meet the customers’ needs 

iii. Availability of sales and distribution systems 

iv. Strength and power of the competitors 

v. Sales efforts required to attract the customers 

vi. Relationship between quality and price compared to rival products 

vii. Services requirements like after sales services needed 

viii. Export possibilities or opportunities. 

v) Factors considered when evaluating business ideas basing on the market growth. 

i. Projected increase in demand 

ii. Increase in customer acceptance of the product(s) 

iii. Economic trends or changes favourable to increasing consumption 

iv. Competitive advantage of the business. 

v. Product newness on the market 

w) Factors considered when evaluating business ideas basing on business risks 

i. Market stability in economic cycle 

ii. Technological risks 

iii. Size and power of the competitors 

iv. Predictability of demand 

v. Initial investment costs 

vi. Inventory or stock requirements. 

vii. Seasonal demand for the products. 

viii. Time required generating profit. 

x) Factors considered when evaluating business ideas basing on production costs 
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i. The projected startup cost 

ii. The projected costs of the raw materials needed 

Iii the projected labour costs for implementing the business. 

iv. The projected selling costs for the planned product(s) 

v. The efficiency of the production process 

vi. The projected costs of services  

vi. The estimated patent and licenses costs 

10) Organizational chart/management structure of hierarchy/organizational structure/ leadership chart 

a) Organizational chart of the school business clubs. 

 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE SCHOOL BUSINESS CLUB 

SCHOOL OWNERS (SCHOOL DIRECTORS 

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION (HEADMASTER) 

SCHOOL DIRECTORS OF STUDIES 

     BUSINESS CLUBS PATRON 

BUSINESS CLUB PRESIDENT 

        BUSINESS CLUB VICE PRESIDENT 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       CLUB 

TREASURER 

    CLUB 

SECRETARY 

    CLUB  

MOBILIZER 

PRODUCTION AND 

SALES MANAGER 
PURCHASING 

MANAGER 

       ASSISTANT 

CLUB           

SECRETARY 

ASSISTANT 

CLUB MOBILIZER 

 

ASSISTANT 

PRODUCTION &SALES 

MANAGER 

 

ASSISTANT 

PURCHASING 

MANAGER 

 

OTHER B USINESS MEMBERS 
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b) Organizational chart of the school business project or enterprise 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE SCHOOL BUSINESS CLUB 

SCHOOL OWNERS (SCHOOL DIRECTORS 

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION (HEADMASTER) 

SCHOOL DIRECTORS OF STUDIES 

ENTERPRENEURSHIP EDUCATION TEACHER 

PROJECT GENERAL MANAGER 

ASSISTANT PROJECT GENERAL MANAGER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    PROJECT 

SECRETARY 

      PROJECT 

TREASURER 

    PROJECT  

MOBILIZER 

(CORDINATOR) 

PROJECT 

PRODUCTION AND 

SALES MANAGER 

PROJECT 

PURCHASING 

MANAGER 

       ASSISTANT 

PROJECT         

SECRETARY 

ASSISTANT PROJECT 

PROJECT MOBILIZER 

 

ASSISTANT PROJECT 

PRODUCTION &SALES 

MANAGER 

 

ASSISTANT 

PROJECT 

PURCHASING 

MANAGER 

 

OTHER BUSINESS MEMBERS 
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c) Organizational chart of the business visited /attached to (samples as below) 

 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE BUSINESS 

                               BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

                                                                                    MANAGING DIRECTORS 

                                             GENERAL MANAGER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CLERKS 

OTHER COMPANY WORKERS 

CLERKS CLERKS CLERKS CLERKS 

     FACTORY 

MANAGER 

CHIEF 

FINANCE 

MANAGER 

MARKETING AND 

DISTRIBUTION 

MANAGER 

HUMAN RESOURCE 

MANAGER 

ASSISTANT 

FACTORY 

MANAGER 

ASSISTANT 

FINANCE MANAGER 

 

ASSISTANT 

MARKETING AND 

DISTRIBUTION MANAGER 

 

ASSISTANT 

HUMAN RESOURCE 

MANAGER 

 

OPERATORS OPERATORS OPERATORS OPERATORS 
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d) Importance of the organizational chart to the business/project: 

i It determines and defines the various activities which are performed in the business. 

ii It promotes proper management of the business. 

iii It facilitates delegation of authority in the business. 

iv It helps in the training of workers. 

v It indicates or defines the chain of command and the flow of communication in the business. 

vi It helps in the determination of workers’ remunerations. 

e) Duties and responsibilities or roles played by the key club members: 

- Duties and responsibilities or roles played by the club president or chairperson included: 

i Providing leadership for the club (name the club................................................) 

ii Planning for all the .........................club meetings and chairing them. 

iii Signing of all .......................club documents. 

iv Linking the club (name needed) to other business clubs. 

v Initiating club (name it) development plans. 

vi Linking the club to the school administration. 

vii Approving and authorizing all club expenditures. 

- Duties and responsibilities  or roles that were played by the club treasurer  or cashier: 

i Attending of all the meetings of the club. 

ii Collecting and receiving of club monies like membership fees, subscription fees and  others and 

keeping the money safely in agreed place ( specify where) 

iii Making authorized payments on behalf of the club like paying for refreshments for the club 

officials. 

iv Preparing relevant books of accounts of the club like the club cash book. 

v Preparing of the club and projects’ financial statements for the year ended (2015 and 2015) and 

presenting financial reports during club meetings. 

vi Being a co- signatory to all financial transactions like signing of the cash receipts issued for 

payments received. 

- Duties and responsibilities or roles played by the club secretary: 

i Summoning and attending all general and committee meetings of the club. 
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ii Reading minutes of the previous meeting during meetings. 

iii Keeping of up to date register of all the club members. 

iv Making reports about the club activities and events. 

v Reminding the president about important issues before the start of meetings and discussing the 

agenda with the president. 

Duties and responsibilities or roles that were performed by the club mobiliser: 

i Mobilizing all club members for all club activities and making sure that every club member 

participates in the various activities assigned. 

ii Organizing and planning for the days when the club held the meetings. 

iii Making all the necessary administrative arrangements for meetings like arranging the meeting 

room/venue, distributing copies of memos among other tasks. 

Guide No: 9. Make sure you give specific evidence when explaining the above key roles. 

f) Major departments the project had may include: 

i Administration department. 

ii Production department. 

iii Marketing or sales department. 

iv Purchasing department. 

v Finance or accounting department. 

vi Mobilization department or public relations department 

vii Welfare department 

Give the relevant departments that apply to the project you operated. 

g) Management functions performed by the business management or administration include: 

(i) Planning 

(ii) Organizing 

(iii) Controlling 

(iv) Coordinating 

(v) Commanding 

(vi) Staffing 
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(vii) Budgeting 

(viii) Motivating 

11) Purchasing skills 

a) Describe the specific procedures/steps followed when purchasing inputs/goods/materials/tools 

and equipment. (Activities carried out during purchasing/describing the steps followed in the 

purchasing plan of the business/ 

The purchasing or procurement process or cycle: 

All the above simply require the same points as given under purchasing as a routine, refer to them 

under part (c) of routine activities. 

b) Documents used or raised when purchasing supplies for the business: 

i Inquiry letter, this letter is/was sent by the business to the supplier of.........................................to 

request for information on........... Available for sale. 

ii Tender /tender notice or advert/bid notice/invitation to tender, this is prepared by the business to 

request potential suppliers to submit their interests to supply specified items needed by the business. 

(Name the items). 

iii Purchase requisition, this document was filled by the user department to request the purchasing 

manager to buy specified items (name the items). 

iv Quotations, Catalogue, price list, these documents were each used by the potential supplier as 

replies to the inquiries sent by the business. (Use only the document relevant to the business or your 

project). 

v Purchase order, this letter is /was prepared by the business and sent to the best supplier of 

.................................requesting to be supplied with specified quantities of............................... 

vi Delivery note, this was sent together with the goods from the best supplier that was /is delivered to 

the business. It helps /helped in verifying the goods delivered. 

vii Invoice or bill, this document was received from the best supplier (specify) showing details of 

goods/supplies bought on credit. 

Note: Make the above documents specific by including appropriate evidences like naming the best 

supplier, the goods in the explanation. 

c) Factors considered by the business when selecting or choosing the best or potential supplies. 

i Price or cost charged for the items by the supplier. 
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ii Reliability and reputation of the supplier. 

iii Quality of the products. 

iv Quantity of the products. 

v Payment terms and conditions. 

vi Location or nearness of the supplier. 

Inventories or stock held by the business: Inventories refer to stock held by the business 

in form of raw materials, work in progress, finished goods, products under repairs and 

goods for sale. 

 

d) Types of inventories held or kept by the business: 

i Raw materials (specify) 

ii Work in progress (partly finished goods like.....................................) 

iii Finished goods, that is................................................................. 

iv Office supplies ( items used in the office like stationery, cleaning materials, oils protective 

equipment and others) 

v Goods under repair (i.e. damaged or faulty goods waiting to be repaired 

like..........................................................) 

e) Tools/strategies/measures/techniques used or adopted by the business to ensure proper 

inventory management or proper control of inventory. 

i Determining the recorder level, that is setting the lowest level of various stocks like .............to 

guide in making new orders. 

ii Determining or fixing the lead time, setting the time interval between placing an order and 

receiving the ordered supplies (specify). 

iii Ensuring or maintaining sufficient capital or ensuring proper use of working capital for buying 

stock (specify). 

iv Conducting regular or periodic stock taking. 

v Having tight security or security system. 

vi Keeping safely all valuable documents and other items like soft wares of computers. 

f) Importance/merits/benefits of proper inventory management  or control: 

i It avoids tying a lot of working capital of the business. 

ii It avoids stock losses resulting from theft, damages or wastages. 
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iii It enables the business to have up to date inventory records. 

iv It ensures timely purchases or replacements of stock. 

v It enables the business to account for the goods that have been stocked. 

Note: The above points can be used as objectives /purpose /rationale of inventory management 

by starting each point with: To 

g) Tools/ strategies/measures/techniques used by the business to ensure efficient or proper store 

management: 

i Using the stock card or bin card. 

ii Using of the stock requisition form. 

iii Carrying out regular stock taking. 

iv Making stock reconciliations. 

v Keeping safely all valuable document related to stores management. 

vi Ensuring tight security of the stores. 

h) Documents used by the business in stores management: 

i Stock card or bin card, used by the stores department for recording quantities of specific 

materials or goods received, issued and the remaining balances at a given date. 

ii Stock or materials requisition form, used to request for specific materials from the stores 

for use. 

iii  Purchase requisition form, used by the user department to request the purchasing official to 

buy specified quantities of named items/materials for use. 

iv Stock reconciliation form, used to record comparisons of stock on record in the stock card 

and what is physically in the store; that are up dated to agree. 

v Note: please, use actual evidences in the documents like name the goods or materials. 

12) Production management: 

a. Plant layout or layout of the business visited or I was attached to should show the following: 

(i) Entrance and exit points or gates. 

(ii) Space for movements within the premises or walk ways. 

(iii) Parking yard. 

(iv) Administration block or reception facilities. 
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(v) Security facilities or room or building. 

(vi) Production room or building or production process flow and flow of materials. 

(vii) Stores or storage facilities for materials, goods, supplies, equipment, tools and others. 

(viii) Sources of utilities like water tank or area, power and others. 

(ix) Workers’ facilities like rest or changing rooms, toilets, wash rooms and others. 

(x) Workshop or maintenance facilities or estates department. 

(xi) Waste disposal facilities like dustbins, rubbish pits and others. 

(xii) Communication facilities like telephone booth. 

(xiii) Provisions for emergency outlets. 

Guide No:10 

-Draw or show or present the physical layout/plant layout/layout, requires an illustration showing the 

above components. 

- Describe the physical layout, wants you to list or mention the above components and then give what 

they are for. Do not draw. 

Capacity planning and design refers to the factors and operational requirements needed to produce the 

targeted amount of units of good or service. 

b. Factors that were/ are considered for capacity planning  and design by the business: 

(i) Physical capacity needed to produce the desired number of the product. 

(ii) The amount of the labour needed in the production process to produce the units of the 

targeted product. 

(iii) The equipment and tools needed in the production process. 

(iv) The amounts of raw materials and supplies needed. 

(v) The amount of utilities like water and power required to produce the required number of 

products. 

(vi) The time projected to produce the total number of goods or services over a given period of 

time. 

c. Factors that influence /influenced or are/were considered when making production decisions: 

i. Sale potential or projected sales. 

ii. Production facilities and organization like machines, tools and equipment. 
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iii. Production costs like the cost of the inputs. 

iv. Labour requirements to produce the good or the services. 

v. Money requirements or funds required. 

vi. Supply sources for raw materials and others. 

vii. Sales promotion and growth estimates. 

viii. Acceptance by the community. 

d. Raw materials used by the business/ describe the raw materials used or that were used by 

the business: 

- Name the raw materials and what they are or were used to make e.g. pop corns grains were 

used to make the pop corns. 

- Wheat flour that was used to make bakery products like cakes, bread and others. 

e. Factors that influence the selection and purchase of the raw materials/ factors that were/are 

considered during the selection and purchase of raw materials: 

i Location or source of the raw materials. 

ii Cost of the raw materials, i.e. give the money value of the cost. 

iii Quality of the raw materials. 

iv Terms and conditions of the purchase. 

v Lead time or supply time, i.e. the duration taken for a supplier to deliver the products 

ordered for. 

vi Amount of units of the raw materials used per production cycle, i.e. per day, per week, per 

month. 

vii Availability and reliability of the raw materials. 

 

f. Characteristics of appropriate technologies adopted by the business: 

i Simpleness or simplicity or simple to use. 

ii Effectiveness of the technology. 

iii Cost effectiveness of the technology. 

iv Availability of the technology. 

v Cost effectiveness of the technology. 

vi Availability of the technology. 

vii Durability of the technology. 
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g. Factors considered by the business when choosing technology to use/ factors that influenced 

technology to use: 

i Investment cost of the business. 

ii Availability of spare parts. 

iii Skilled man power requirements to use the technology. 

iv Government policy influencing the use of the technology. 

v Managerial and financial resources of the business. 

vi  Market conditions of size of the market. 

h. Factors considered when selecting machinery, tools and equipment used in the business: 

i Initial cost or price of the machinery, tools and equipment. 

ii Life span or durability. 

iii Capacity of the machine and equipment i.e. number of units that can be produced within a 

given period of time like per day. 

iv Ease in maintenance and repair. 

v Ease and simplicity to use the machine, tools and equipment. 

vi Sources or origin of the machinery, tools and equipment. 

i. Description or describing the productive  assets or production machinery, tools and 

equipment and facilities of the business: 

- Give the name of the item and what it is used for, examples: 

i. Popcorn making machine, used to make or produce pop corns. 

ii. Frying pan, used to produce or fry bakery products like pan cakes. 

j. Strategies/ways/techniques/methods used by the business to ensure proper maintenance of 

the productive assets ( machinery, tools and equipment) or business control systems used to 

ensure proper maintenance  or handling of physical assets. 

i Maintaining an asset register for recording information on all productive machines. 

ii Maintaining a depreciation schedule listing all the depreciable machines, showing the 

depreciation methods used and the amount of depreciation. 

iii Monitoring and supervising closely all workers using the various productive machines. 

iv Servicing periodically the productive machines by e.g. oiling, lubricating, blowing off 

dust, cleaning, washing and making necessary repairs. 
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v Checking the productive machines before use to ensure that they are in good running 

condition. 

vi Covering of appropriate parts of productive machines like computers. 

Guide No: 11. Specify the productive assets (machines, tools and equipment) applicable to the 

business in each point. 

Revision questions: 

- With reference to the business project operated by your entrepreneurship club/ for any 

business enterprise you were attached to/ business you visited: 

- Explain how you ensured/ business ensures proper maintenance of the productive machines. 

k. Production process or steps/ producers followed during production ( production activities 

carried out in the business): 

Use the points given earlier under routine activities part (b) 

l. Wastes/hazardous substances or materials in the business/resulting from the activities of the 

business: 

i. Smoke and other emissions or harmful gases like ammonia. 

ii. Litter in the surrounding/rubbish like waste paper, used packaging materials, small sharp 

pieces of iron, glass, stones, animal wastes and others. 

iii. Some chemicals like preservatives, detergents and others. 

iv. Slippery surfaces. 

v. Inflammable materials or products like petrol, gas paraffin and others. 

vi. Acids like nitric acid, sulphuric acid and others. 

vii. Hot substances like hot water, hot gas, fire and others. 

m. Ways/strategies used by the business for proper management of wastes or hazardous 

substances: 

i Keeping the hazardous substances like glue, chemicals in well-sealed containers/keeping 

of some of the wastes in sealed containers before disposal. 

ii Placing warning labels on containers or areas containing waste products or hazardous 

substances. 

iii Training workers regularly and educating customers, visitors and the community on 

proper management of hazardous substances. 
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iv Placing of appropriate waste collection or dumping facilities like dust bins at strategic 

points in the business. 

v Using of appropriate protective equipment like hand gloves, helmets, gumboots or heavy 

shoes, uniforms, goggles and others. 

vi By land filling or dumping of the wastes in a dumping or rubbish pit. 

vii Recycling waste that can be recycled like plastic products. 

viii Providing appropriate sanitary facilities like toilets, bathrooms and urinals, and keeping 

them clean at all times. 

ix Purifying or treating waste products like dirty water, fuel residues and smoke from 

production activities before disposal. 

x Washing or cleaning of the wastes on the floor, clothes, body with water and soap and 

using other cleaning materials. 

xi Sweeping and collecting of the wastes like rubbish from the compounds and the rooms. 

xii Burning of some of the wastes like paper and dry leaves from the collection point. 

Guide No: 12 Evidences require specifying the hazardous substances or the wastes in each point. 

n. Types of packaging materials used in the business: 

o Glass 

o Paper 

o Wood 

o Hessian or jute or sisal. 

o Cloth or polyester 

o Polystyrene 

o. Methods or nature of packaging of the products. 

i. Bottling or canning. 

ii. Bagging or putting products in bags. 

iii. Baling of products or tying products in bales. 

iv. Putting products in tins. 

v. Putting products in plastic containers. 

vi. Putting products in boxes or cartons. 

vii. Putting products in or on trays. 
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viii. Putting products in cages. 

p. Nature or type of product packaging: 

i. Bottles and cans. 

ii. Bags ( ie. Made of paper, polythene and plastics) 

iii. Containers (made of plastics like the jerrycans, drums and others) 

iv. Tins 

v. Boxes and cartons. 

vi. Cages 

vii.  Trays. 

q. Factors considered by the entrepreneur/ business when choosing packaging 

materials/factors that influenced the choice of packaging materials: 

i. Type or nature of goods to be packaged. 

ii. Sources of packaging materials and supplies. 

iii. Availability of the packaging materials in the required amounts. 

iv. Unit cost of the packaging materials required. 

v. Purpose or objectives of packaging. 

vi. Quality of the packaging materials. 

vii. Quantity of the products to be packaged. 

viii. Environmental impact or legal requirement of government policy on packaging materials. 

Reasons for the choice of the packaging materials: 

Requires using the above points, but some points like iv, vi, vii and ix need to be modified to 

be favorable factors e.g. Becomes low unit cost of the packaging materials. 

r. Importance/ benefits/advantages of packaging the products: 

To the producer: 

i. Protection of the goods. 

ii. Make portability of the products easy. 

iii. Help in preservation of the products contents. 

iv. Help in product promotion. 

v. Builds or promotes the image or good will of the business. 

vi. Make selling of the products easy. 
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To the consumer 

vii. Facilitates self-service. 

viii. Provides instructions and education to the consumers. 

ix. Provides relevant information about the products. 

x. Makes handling of the product easy. 

Quality control in production. 

a) The objectives /purpose/rationale for quality control in your project or business visited or 

you were attached to: 

i. To improve the quality of the product. 

ii. To improve or promote the brand image of the business. 

iii. To minimize waste in the production process or to reduce the cost of production. 

iv. To facilitate standardization of the products of the business. 

v. To comply with quality standards set by the regulatory bodies like Uganda National Bureau of 

Standards. 

vi. To increase the market share or demand of the products. 

b) Advantages or benefits or relevance or importance of quality control: 

Use the above points and simply modify them to the required tense, see some examples below: 

i. It helps to improve the quality of the products of the business. 

ii. It helps to improve or promote the brand image of the business. 

c) Measures /strategies/methods/ways/techniques adopted or applied by the business to ensure 

quality products or to promote or improve on quality: 

i. Using high quality raw materials. 

ii. Ensuring close supervision and monitoring of all the production processes. 

iii. Observing cleanliness in the work place. 

iv. Using superior or better methods of production. 

v. Checking put the merchandise to ensure that it is up to the set quality standards. 

vi. Surveying customers all the time to determine whether they are satisfied with the level of 

product quality or carrying out market research. 

vii. Discussing product returns with the customers so as to establish the source of their 

discontent regarding quality. 
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viii. Monitoring the goods or merchandise in order to get rid of slow selling items basing on 

quality or items about to expire. 

ix. Carrying out regular research aimed at improving product quality. 

x. Using high and attractive packaging materials 

xi. Providing clear instructions to the workers or project members relating to quality. 

d) Factors considered by the business to ensure or maintain quality standards for the 

business/factors upon  which the quality of the product is/ was judged/factors that influence 

or determine or affect the quality of the products: 

i. Cleanliness in the business. 

ii. Quality of the raw materials. 

iii. Nature of packaging materials or methods of packaging. 

iv. Level of technology used. 

v. Nature or quality of the production process. 

vi. Nature or instructions given to the production workers or members. 

vii. Quality of supervision and motivation. 

Revision Questions: 

- With reference to the business project owned by your entrepreneurship  club: 

Give the control measures the project used to maintain high quality products or explain the 

strategies that were used to ensure quality products. 

- For any business that you were attached to or business that you visited: 

Give the creative measures adopted by the business to improve on the quality of the products. 

 

Production cost controls/ costs in production 

e) Types  of production costs incurred during the production  of goods and services: 

i. Direct costs or prime costs i.e. Costs directly linked to a particular job or cost like direct 

materials, direct labour and direct expenses. 

ii. Works costs/ indirect costs/factory overheads i.e. Costs incurred by a business but cannot easily 

be traced to any particular unit of a finished good like indirect materials, indirect labour and 

indirect expenses. 
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iii. Administration costs i.e. expenses incurred by the business in the business in the office and for 

the smooth running of the business e.g. office rent, stationery, communication or airtime 

expenses, office salaries, office lighting, audit fees and others. 

iv. Selling and distribution expenses i.e. expenses incurred by the business to create and influence 

demand for its products  as well as to distribute them to the target customers e.g. advertising  

costs, delivery expenses or carriage outwards, sales workers, salaries or allowances, packaging 

materials and others. 

f) Elements of costing: This refers to the breakdown of the various items that make up or constitute 

the expenses of a business incurred to manufacture the products. They include the following: 

i. Direct materials i.e. Cost of the raw materials used to produce the finished products. 

ii. Direct labour. i.e. salaries and wages paid to workers  who are physically involved in the 

production of the goods or services. 

iii. Direct expenses i.e. expenses that include cost of raw materials and direct labour costs that 

can be traced to a specific product e.g. factory rent, factory power, repairs or machinery 

tools and equipment and others. 

iv. Indirect materials i.e. production supplies and other materials that cannot be easily traced to 

a specific unit of the product e.g. glue, sand paper, vanish and others in a carpentry 

workshop. 

v. Indirect labour i.e. wages and salaries paid  to workers not physically involved in the 

production process, but help in the running of the business e.g. payments to the 

administrators, gate keepers, secretaries, watchmen, supervisors and others. 

vi. Indirect expenses i.e. expenses incurred by a business other than on indirect materials and 

indirect labour that cannot be traced to a particular product produced. 

vii. Office and administration expenses. 

viii. Selling and distribution expenses. 

g) The various methods of costing goods or services: 

i Job costing i.e. method of determining the costs of each specific job during production of a 

product. 

ii Batch costing i.e. method of costing that gets the total cost of a group of similar products 

and dividing it by the number of product made to get the unit cost. 
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iii Process costing i.e. method of costing used to determine the cost of a product that passes 

through various steps before reaching finished product level. 

iv Contract costing i.e. costing method for contract types of work like construction work. 

v Service or operating costing i.e. method of costing used to determine the cost of services. 

vi Operation costing i.e. method used to find the cost of products where production is 

continuous and units produced are identical. 

Questions: 

a.  Describe the methods of costing products used by your project /business visited /business 

you were attached to. 

b. Give any two advantages of the method(s) of costing mentioned above. 

c. Present the production costs /types of production costs incurred by the project/ business you 

visited business you were attached to. 

d. How did your project minimize the production costs? 

e. Give the ways used by the business you visited or business you were attached to minimize 

production costs. 

h) Strategies/ ways/ methods/ techniques used by the business to minimize costs and maximize 

profits: 

i Buying raw materials from reliable and cheap sources. 

ii Making the workers or members to work for longer hours. 

iii Using cheap alternative sources of energy. 

iv Fixing time standards for all operation activities. 

v Specifying the duties and responsibilities of all workers or members. 

vi Training workers or members to perform more efficiently as per set standards so minimize 

costs resulting from limited skills. 

vii Conducting close supervision and monitoring of all production or operation activities. 

viii Carrying out thorough research to develop cheaper methods of production. 

ix Recycling of reusable products e.g. packaging materials. 

x Employing part-time workers who are efficient and cheap. 

i) Internal control systems that were used by your project or are used by the business visited or 

by the business you were attached to: 
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- This requires a candidate to identify all the control systems and give brief explanations on how 

each was/is used. they include the following: 

i Quality control, give one or two ways how quality was promoted (refer to quality control points in 

this handout). 

ii Controls used for purchasing , e.g. determining the needs of the business, determining the right 

source for the supplies, determining the quantities to be purchased and so on. 

iii Employee morale, i.e. give the measures that the business uses to motivate its workers like by 

giving them fair and timely payments, ensuring favorable working environment and others. 

iv Cost controls, i.e. measures used to minimize costs e.g.  Specifying duties and responsibilities of 

the workers, ensuring close supervision and monitoring of the workers and others. 

v Control sales, i.e. measures used to properly manage or increase /promote sales e.g. advertising the 

business and its products, setting sales quotas or sales targets, selling on credit only to credit 

worthy customers and others. 

j) Strategies/ways/techniques/methods/how the business visited or attached to maintains staff 

morale/how the business motivates its employees or staff: 

i Giving fair and timely payments to the workers. 

ii Ensuring a favorable working environment. 

iii Involving workers in decision making in the business. 

iv Monitoring and supervising workers kindly. 

v Promoting of workers objectively or on merit. 

vi Conducting on the job training for the workers. 

vii Ensuring effective communication or open channel of communication in the business with the 

workers. 

viii Handling workers’ grievances fairly and tactfully. 

ix Offering fringe benefits to all the workers. 

Guide No: 13. The above points are also the ways of motivating the workers or improving the 

morale of the workers. 

k) Strategies/ways/measures used or adopted to increase or maximize sales in the business 

visited or attached to or in the business project: 

i Improving on the quality of the products. 
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ii Motivating the sales workers. 

iii Reducing prices of the products or offering discounts. 

iv Carrying out intensive advertising. 

v Selling more products on credit to credit worthy customers. 

vi Offering appropriate after sales services. 

vii Giving gifts to the customers 

viii Being polite to the customers 

ix Organizing of competitions and winning prizes. 

x Giving free samples. 

xi Carrying out personal selling. 

xii Branding of the products. 

l) Various mechanisms for controlling business assets: 

i Managing of cash. 

ii Managing of accounts receivable or debtors i.e. measures for managing debtors. 

iii Managing inventory of goods for sale or raw materials. 

iv Managing physical assets. 

v Managing customer merchandise or goods. 

Time management or control. 

(a) Activities performed to promote better management of time in the business/how you ensured 

better management of time in the project. 

i Keeping diaries in which a list of tasks to be done are/were recorded. 

ii Selecting priorities by properly arranging key tasks to be done. 

iii Delegating of duties in the business. 

iv Having alternative plans for the operations of the business. 

v Making decisions related to business activities quickly. 

vi Avoiding un necessary interruptions of work in the business. 

vii Conducting the meetings of the business properly and also observing time agreed upon. 

(b) Effective time management/ ways/control measures/strategies employed ( that were 

employed/creative measures used to avoid time waste in the business: 

i Spending time planning and organizing business activities. 

ii Setting realistic and achievable goals. 
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iii Setting priorities for main business activities. 

iv Using a ‘to do list’ or preparing and following a work schedule. 

v Being flexible by allowing time for useful interruptions. 

vi Identifying and using well one’s biological prime time. 

vii Doing the right thing right. 

(c) Time management techniques or strategies or measures used in the business. 

i Identifying business goals to be achieved. 

ii Establishing a deadline for achieving set tasks. 

iii Ensuring self-motivation towards finishing set tasks. 

iv Being goal oriented. 

v Working in blocks of time like 3 or 4 hours daily. 

vi Keeping notes or a note book. 

vii Being action oriented i.e. outline specific actions to be followed. 

(d) Ways how time is/was wasted in the business or indicators/signs of time wastage in the 

business or project: 

i Talking with people about personal matters or gossiping. 

ii Having unnecessary or extra-long business meetings. 

iii Allowing too many interruptions in the business or at the work place. 

iv Being disorganized or having no specific business targets. 

v Engaging in little or no delegation. 

vi Being late for work or absent or leaving work early. 

(e) Dangers/costs/consequences of poor time management or wasting time in business: 

i It leads to delays in production. 

ii It leads to late or poor service delivery. 

iii It leads to consumer dissatisfaction. 

iv It leads to waste of resources. 

v It delays or prolongs decision making process. 

vi It lowers volume of sales or reduces sales revenue. 

13) Financial management. 

a. Description of the source documents used by the project or business: 
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i Receipts, these were/are issued by the business to the customers of .................to acknowledge 

received for............................................................ 

ii Cash sale, was /is issued to business customers who bought/buy .........................on credit. 

iii Invoices are /were issued by the business to customers who bought/buy........................on credit. 

iv Payment vouches, was prepared and filled in by the responsible business worker (specify) to 

authorize payments made like for stationery. 

v Statements of accounts, these documents were prepared by the business and issued to large scale 

customers of ............................ to show summary of transactions made with each customer for a 

given period. 

vi Minutes of meetings, these are summaries of weekly, monthly and annual meeting discussions 

held by the project/business, recorded by the secretary. 

vii Purchase orders, these letters were/are written or sent by the business to the suppliers like of 

.............................to order for specific amounts of............................................ 

b. What are the advantages/importance’s/benefits of using source documents in business? 

i Provide evidence or proof of the transactions that have taken place. 

ii Provide useful information for preparing subsidiary books. 

iii Provide records for future references. 

iv Provide records or information for solving any business disagreements with another party. 

v Provide information used for auditing the accounts records of a business. 

c. Books of accounts used by the business: 

i Cash book, used by the business to record receipts like from sale of.........and authorized 

payments like for.......................................... 

ii Purchases book (Purchases journal) an accounts book that was/is used by the business to 

record details of all credit purchases of................................... 

iii Sales book (Sales journal), an accounts book that was/ is used to record details of all credit 

sales of............................................. 

iv Purchases returns book (Purchases Returns Journal), this accounts book was/is used by the 

business to record details of supplies/ goods like bought on credit but returned to suppliers due 

to some reason. 
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v Sales returns Book( Sales Returns Journal), this account book was/ is used  by the business to 

record details of supplies or goods like.................. sold on credit but brought back to the 

business by the  credit customers/debtors. 

vi Ledger Book, accounts book that was/is used by the business to keep a record of all the 

accounts of the business like the ......account. 

d. Record Books maintained or kept by the business/project: 

Guide No: 13 Record books include all the seven books above, and may include also the 

following: 

i Visitors book/Reception Register, this book is /was kept at the main gate or at the 

reception office and used to keep a record of all the visitors allowed in. 

ii Assets Register, this book was/is used by the business to keep or maintain a record of the 

details of all the fixed assets like ....................and their values. 

iii Arrival Book, this book was/is used by the business to keep a record of the daily arrival 

and departure times of all the workers. 

iv Minutes Book, this record book was/is used by the secretary of the business to keep a 

record of all the main ideas/points of weekly, monthly and annual meetings held or 

discussed. 

v Receipt Book. 

vi Invoice Book. 

vii Payment Voucher Book. 

Guide No: 14, most source documents can be converted into record books by simply adding the word 

book. 

e. Control measures/strategies/methods/techniques/ways used by the business to ensure proper 

cash management: 

i Ensuring of proper counting and checking of cash received and cash paid out to ensure 

correctness. 

ii Receipting and documenting all cash received and paid out. 

iii Keeping cash at the business premises under lock and key or safely. 

iv Keeping safely receipts and other documents related to accountability for cash. 

v Banking business cash received. 
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vi Carrying out regular auditing. 

vii Receiving bank statements on regular basis. 

viii Avoiding the use of business funds by the workers or club/ project members on personal 

matters. 

ix Training the project officials or members in charge of cash in proper financial management 

practices. 

x Providing accountability by the project officials or workers to the members or business 

management. 

xi Ensuring that only authorized officials or workers receive and make cash payments for the 

business. 

f. Control measures adopted to maximize or increase the flow of funds into the business: 

i Raising the prices of goods like ............... and selling mainly on cash basis. 

ii Increasing the production and cash sales of fast moving goods like......................... 

iii Ensuring timely or regular collection of debts/accounts receivable from................... 

iv Avoiding the use of business cash by the workers or project officials for personal use or 

matters. 

v Developing good purchasing practices to take advantage of special prices and discounts e.g. 

purchasing ................in bulk so as to benefit from special prices and trade discount. 

vi Developing useful cash budgets so that adequate cash will be available in the business to 

meet future needs. 

g. Description of the operating expenses of the business or operational costs: 

i Advertising expenses like radio adverts, newspaper adverts, posters, flyers, business cards 

and others. 

ii Transport coats like for transporting goods to the market. 

iii Market research costs like cost of researching on better packaging materials. 

iv Administration costs like stationery costs, office cleaning and repairs and others. 

v Costs of utilities like power and water. 

vi Machinery, tools and equipment repair costs. 

vii Cleaning costs like cost of brooms, brushes, disinfectants, washing soap etc. 

viii Audit fee that is paid to an auditor for inspection of the accounts records. 

ix Workers’ salaries. 
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x Taxes like.............paid to the government. 

xi Foods and drinks costs like airtime costs, postage stamps and others. 

xii Bad debts caused by un credit worthy customers. 

xiii Insurance premium or costs. 

h. Strategies/ techniques/ways/adopted or recommended/suggested to the business for 

minimizing its operating  expenses or costs in general: 

i Specifying the duties and responsibilities of all the workers or members so as to minimize 

time wastage, wastage of materials like stationery and others. 

ii Conducting close supervision and monitoring of all production or operation activities to 

minimize e.g. power and water costs. 

iii Buying supplies like raw materials in bulk to minimize e.g. transport costs. 

iv Using cheaper media for advertising like making advert announcements during school 

assemblies, using posters, flyers than radio adverts in the project. 

v Employing or hiring part time workers who are cheap/ by the project members doing all the 

workers ourselves so as to avoid paying salaries. 

vi Using high quality raw materials like ............so as to produce high qualityproducts 

(specify) that market themselves so as to minimize advertising costs. 

vii Using alternative sources of power like solar, biogas, charcoal and others. 

i. Administrative expenses incurred by the business: 

i Utilities cost like power and water. 

ii Communication costs for administrative work e.g. airtime, E-mails, postage, envelopes and 

others. 

iii Stationery for administrative work like pens, photocopying paper and so on. 

iv Office repairs ( administration maintenance expenses like repairing office locks) 

v Insurance of the administration office and properties. 

vi Foods and drinks costs for the administrators. 

vii Fuel costs or transport costs for administrators. 

viii Salaries for administration. 

j. Strategies/ techniques/ways /adopted or recommended/ suggested to the business for 

minimizing administration costs: 

i Avoiding using business communication facilities like airtime for private communication. 
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ii Purchasing good quality office supplies like stationery from reliable but cheap suppliers. 

iii Buying foods and drinks for administrators in bulk from cheaper suppliers. 

iv Reducing unnecessary travels for administrators. 

v Restricting the use of power and water by administrators or using energy saving electrical 

appliances and bulbs. 

vi Supervising and monitoring the use of office supplies like stationery to minimize stationery 

costs. 

k. Fixed capital or capital expenditures or fixed assets of the business: 

Land owned by the business (specify where) 

i Machinery, tools and equipment. 

ii Furniture and fittings like chairs, tables, cup boards and others. 

iii Buildings like administration building, stores, production block and so on. 

iv Motorcycles and bicycles. 

v Motor vehicles e.g. delivery trucks, buses and others. 

vi Storage tanks. 

vii Fence round the business premises. 

l. Working capital expenditures or requirements  or costs of  the business: 

i Direct materials costs or purchase/cost of raw materials. 

ii Direct labour costs or direct wages e.g. payments to packaging staff. 

iii Market research costs. 

iv Insurance costs. 

v Advertising or promotion expenses. 

vi Transport costs. 

vii Utilities costs like water and power expenses. 

viii Communication costs. 

ix Maintenance or repairs costs. 

x Include any other operating expenses not mentioned above. 

NB: Startup expenses include both fixed capital and working capital expenditures. 

m. Strategies adopted to minimize working capital expenses/ expenditures or suggestions for 

minimizing working capital expenditures: 
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Use the same points as in (h) above. 

n. Describe the expenses that were incurred when  starting /setting up your business project: 

Answers required: Give both the fixed capital expenditures and working capital expenditures seen 

earlier in parts (k) and (l) 

o. Importance’s/advantages/benefits/objectives/purpose of proper financial record keeping or 

book keeping to the business: 

i It helps in the calculation of the profit or loss made by the business. 

ii It helps in determining the financial position of the business in terms of capital, assets and 

liabilities values. 

iii It helps to provide information on credit transactions like credit sales and credit purchases. 

iv It provide accounting information used in tax assessments. 

v It acts as a tool for control e.g. control of all the fixed assets of the business, all the 

expenses and others. 

vi It helps the business owner(s) decide whether to apply for a bank loan or not. 

vii It helps in the planning process e.g. the cash book records help in proper planning for cash 

flows. 

viii It helps guide potential investors make appropriate decisions of whether to invest in a 

business or not. 

Marketing Management, Sales Promotion, Business Competition and Gender in 

Entrepreneurship. 

a) Market gaps the project tried to fill/market gaps you identified in the business visited 

/business you were attached to: 

i Poor quality ...........products were being produced or offered to the community in................. 

ii Limited varieties of .........................products in the .....................market area. 

iii Shortage or inadequate supply of ...........products needed in the ......market area. 

iv High prices charged for .......products by the rival in ...........community or market area. 

v Complete absence of ..........products in some market areas especially in our school at................  

b) How/strategies the members followed to try to fill the market gaps identified/ advice to the 

business visited or business I was attached to on measures to adopt to fill the market gaps: 
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i Producing and selling good quality .................to the.........................community/area. 

ii Introducing more varieties of ............to ensure more choice for the consumers in.................. 

iii Producing adequate quantities/amounts of .........for the school community at......................... 

iv Charging cheaper or affordable prices of shs.....................for.........................products than the 

high prices of .............charged by the rivals. 

v Introducing the production and sale of .......in our school at...........................................  

Guide No: 

- Use the same points above even for section C, only give appropriate evidence. 

- Ensure that the way to close a market gap is tied to a specific market gap. 

c) Marketing strategies used by the project or business visited/or business I was attached to 

maintain or expand market share: 

i Networking, the...............project members made connections with various people like students, 

staff members who helped in the marketing of............................................. 

ii Referrals, the ...................project members encouraged customers like the students who bought 

the ..........to inform others to also come and buy. 

iii Writing promotional information, the project members prepared  and wrote promotional 

information on posters, charts and even on the classroom blackboards to market the................... 

iv Advertising, the ..............project gave/used persuasive information like by making 

advertisement announcements during assemblies on................................ 

v Newsletters, the project marketed the ......by sending news letters to all classes in the school, to 

the teachers and other staff members. 

vi Appropriate pricing strategies, the project members set affordable prices of shs 

................................to shs ...........................for the ..........................products. 

vii Cold calling, the project sales manager marketed the .........by using the mobile phone of the 

subject teacher to call various staff members and persuaded them to buy our.............................. 

viii Giving of free marketing information, the project members gave to the potential customer free 

marketing information like on prices of the .........................., quality and others. 

Marketing technique points: 

ix Displays of the products. 
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x Negotiations ( business negotiations) 

xi Offering guarantees and warranties. 

xii Good appropriate decision making on marketing. 

xiii Personal selling. 

Guide No: 11 

Use only the appropriate points above that apply to your project. 

Use also the above points when asked about the marketing techniques used. 

d) Techniques/creative strategies or ways used to make business products unique: 

i Branding of the products. 

ii Using unique packaging. 

iii Using unique product shapes or designs. 

iv Improving on the quality of the products. 

v Changing the scent or using unique sent. 

vi Changing the taste of the product. 

vii Through using unique advertising. 

viii Pricing of the products differently or uniquely. 

ix  Using unique distribution channels from that of the rivals. 

Revision Questions: 

o Explain the creative strategies /techniques the project used to make your products unique. 

o Present the creative strategies used by the business you visited or you were attached to make its 

products unique. 

e) Methods of sales promotion used by your project/business or strategies used to increase or 

promote its products or promote sales/promotion techniques: 

i Producing good quality products. 

ii Carrying out intensive advertising/advertising the products. 

iii Selling products on credit only to credit worthy customers. 

iv Reducing the prices of the products or offering discounts. 

v Giving free samples of the products to the customers. 

vi Being polite to the customers. 

vii Having knowledge of the products. 

viii Giving gifts or trade stamps to the customers. 
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ix Using appropriate packaging. 

x Offering appropriate after sales services. 

xi Participating in trade fairs and exhibitions. 

xii Organizing competitions and winning prizes. 

xiii Carrying out personal selling or creative selling. 

xiv Branding. 

xv Using attractive window displays. 

xvi Motivating the sales workers or members. 

f) Describe the customers of the business or project /give the characteristics or traits of potential 

customers of the project or business: 

i Age level, e.g. the customers of the popcorn project was mainly students aged from about 12 

years to 24 years and adults/staff members aged about 20 years and above. 

ii Sex or gender, both males and females bought the project’s pop corns. 

iii Income level, the main popcorn customers were students at ...........................with low incomes 

from their pocket monies and staff members with incomes from about shs 100,000 and above 

per month. 

iv Geographical location of the customers, the popcorns customers were mainly students and staff 

members at......................................... 

v Occupation or employment, majority of the popcorns customers were students at 

.....................and the employed staff members. 

vi Leisure activities, the students, the staff members mainly bought the popcorns during break 

time, lunch time afternoon lessons, after night preps and during school sports days. 

vii Level of education, the pop corns customers comprised of mainly of secondary school students 

at .......................and staff member’s majority of whom are degree holders. 

g) Sales promotion strategies: 

i Offering free samples of products. 

ii Using intensive advertising campaigns. 

iii Free gifts campaigns. 

iv Organizing prize giving competitions. 

v Carrying out personal selling or conducting door to door sales. 

vi Giving trading stamps. 
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vii Involving in public relations activities. 

viii Carrying out demonstrations and exhibitions. 

ix Offering discounts or reducing the prices of the products. 

h) Creative measures/ways/strategies techniques used by the business to ensure good customer 

care or ensure customer satisfaction /indicators of customer care: 

i Offering or selling good quality products. 

ii Providing appropriate after sales services to the customers. 

iii Charging cheaper or fair prices for the products or giving trade discounts to the customers. 

iv Being honest and trust worthy or fair or transparent to the customers. 

v Ensuring timely response to the customers’ complaints or being responsible/providing prompt 

and excellent services. 

vi Ensuring a constant supply of the products. 

vii Offering a constant supply of the products. 

viii Offering of a variety of the products to the customers. 

ix Being polite or patient or sincere or courteous to the customers. 

x Being kind, cheerful and able to control one’s temper. 

xi Providing sufficient information to the customers about the use and storage or maintenance of 

products. 

xii Ensuring good packaging of the products. 

xiii Offering credit facilities to trustworthy customers. 

(i) Explain the measures /ways used to handle difficult customers/ how the business visited or I 

was attached to manage difficult customers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


